
Attachment no. 1 to Inquiry no. 1-2016

..........................................................
(place, date)

.........................................................................
 (name, address)

..........................................................................
(Tel. fax )

……………………………………………………...
(Email address)

Offer form 1-2016

In response to your inquiry no 1-2016 dated 22-06-2016 concerning choosing the Contractor of subject
matter  of  an  order,  which  is  to  buy  of  HORIZONTAL ACCUMULATOR WITH ROTATING TABLE,
technical parameters specified in Specification of Inquiry No. 1-2016, we offer as below:

 The reference to the evaluation criteria:

C

Price offer (C) price understood as a net price of the order

Price netto ……………… (currency)

MP

Max production speed (MP) defined in m/min.

Max production speed …………………. m/min.

MM

 Max motor power driving accumulator table (MM) defined in kW.

Max motor Power ……………………kW.

F

Functionality (F) understood as a possibility to use all kinds of galvanized steel strips, defined 
in number of kinds galvanized steel strips

Number of kinds galvanized steel strips, which can be used in device: ………….

Ś Outside diameter of accumulator (Ś) - understood as the smallest outside diameter of 
accumulator defined in meters .
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Outside diameter of accumulator: ……………. m.

Acting for the Contractor:
a) We report our readiness to undertake the execution of the entire subject of the order in the

range specified in the Inquiry No. 1-2016.

b) I declare that lead time will end no later than 31-03-2017.

c) I declare that we are bound by this offer until 31-07-2016 year.

d) I declare that we are not related with the Purchaser personally or financially. Through capital or
personal holdings is understood interactions between Purchaser or the persons authorized to
incur a liabilities on behalf of Purchaser or persons performing on behalf of Purchaser activities
related to the preparation and the procedure for selecting the contractor, and the contractor, in
particular by:

 participation in the company as a partner of civilpartner or partnership;
 hold participations or at least 10% of the shares;
 role as member of the supervisory or management proxy, the proxy;
 remaining married in consanguinity or affinity in a straight line, consanguinity or affinity of the

second degree in the collateral line or by adoption, guardianship or custody;
 consanguinity  or  affinity  in  the  collateral  line  to  the  second  degree  or  by  adoption,

guardianship or custody.

Name of the person authorized to make an offer

Data, signature
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